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Latin perfect—deponents:

Romance perfect—unaccusatives:

(1) mortuus sum

(2) je suis mort

died
am
“I have died”

(French)

The timescale of development of unaccusatives
 Herman 2002: loss of synthetic passive around end of seventh century.

I am died
“I have died”

 Frequency of old deponents used for the first time with active morphology and vice versa (per 100 other deponents, based on data from Flobert 1975):

 Are structures like (2) derived from ones like (1) as is commonly assumed?
 If so, what is the chronology of the development?

The relation between Latin deponents and Romance unaccusatives
 Verbs taking BE perfect in Romance
(“unaccusatives”): cluster toward the left of
Sorace’s (2000) Auxiliary Selection Hierarchy.

Great increase in both patterns in this period
(~fifth century) suggests deponent class has
broken down

 But Latin deponents are mostly found toward
the right of the ASH as shown in chart ⇒
 Most Latin verbs of change or state are not
deponent—including many ancestors of verbs
which are unaccusative across Romance:

 Thus loss of deponent class precedes the loss of the synthetic passive.

 e.g. veneo “come”, descendo “go down”, intro
“enter” ...

Proposal

 The relationship between unaccusatives
and deponents is not straightforward.

 Latin deponents do group into loose semantic classes, but composition much less regular than
Romance unaccusatives.
 A selection of deponents in related semantic fields:
SPEECH:

ARGUMENT:

COMBAT:

HUNTING:

loquor “say”

rixor “quarrel”

luctor “fight”

venor “hunt”

mentior “lie”

Stage III

Synthetic “active” Actives & non-deponents
endings

Transitive/unergative
actives & imperfective
unaccusatives

Transitive/unergative
actives & imperfective
unaccusatives

Synthetic “passive” Imperfective passives &
endings
imperfective deponents

Imperfective passives

—

Participle

Perfective passives &
perfective unaccusatives

Imperfective passives;
perfective unaccusatives

Perfective passives &
perfective deponents

loss of morphological cues to deponent class membership ⇒ difficult to acquire
⇒ semantic regularisation / development of unaccusative class
 New class formed on basis of frequent deponents mortuus est “has died” / natus est “has been
born” being taken as its semantic prototypes.

bellor “wage war”

AIMLESS ACTIONS:

LEGAL:

RULING:

PROCUREMENT:

fatuor “talk foolishly”

testor “testify”
antestor “call as witness”

dominor “rule”

piscor “fish”

BUSINESS:

potior “control, obtain”

lignor “fetch wood”

mercor “trade”

vagor “wander, waver”

Stage II

+beimperf

Stage I

paciscor “make a bargain”
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